
Teaching
dance in a
COVID-19
world

This is not life
as we know it

Face to face 
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Lesson plans &
content
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Spectrum of
responses

Student
needs



Dance

Identify and fill
knowledge gaps

Graded Return to
Dance

Dancer

New ways of acting,
thinking & feeling?

Reestablishing
dancer behaviours

Reverse
engineering

Where are they succeeding?

Where are they struggling?

What do they need to be able
to know or do?

By when?

How do we get them there?

Zoom

Structure

Gamification

Zoom
lessons

Engagement over
achievement

Zoom favourites

Structure



Engagement
over
achievement

Gamification

Individual or House Points

rainbow
stripes
when I grow up
you can't wear
that

Theme weeks
effort
attendance
participation
behaviour

Points for 

Mystery Cards Mystery Cards

Create different cards for different age groups or
dance styles 

Highly engaging 

Excitement of which exercise it will be and which
number the dice will land on

Build style-based strength

From ages 5+



Other Strength Games

are in Year 5
are wearing shoes
study science at school
ate cereal for breakfast
are doing a dance class right now

Older students version --> odds/evens

"if you..."

Animal Elimination

crab

bear scorpion flamingo

adapted from 'Animal Flow’ by Mike Fitch

Animal Elimination

leg changes for rpt flamingo & scorpion but not
crab/bear
more positions (starfish)
travelling cues

adapted from 'Animal Flow’ by Mike Fitch

speed, strength, stability, recall, conditional thinking

elimination option: wrong animal, last one there,
unstable/unbalanced (some latitude for Flamingo)

layer complexity 
5-8 years about 2-3 things
8-11 years 4 things

short songs (familiar, e.g. soundtrack music, or
exploring a famous ballet, musical, dance/musical
work)

Provide steps/movements they have to include (e.g.
arabesque, something on the floor, arms in 5th
position)

commentate (supports participation and learning)

'Eve', 'Bubble Wrap' by Thomas Newman

Structured Improv

consent
spotlight

Free dance or explore a particular type of movement
(e.g. port de bras)

Rotate the master each week 

Teacher first, then student, so there’s no
confusion/uncertainty

Commentate (gentle prompts when needed)

'Bundle of Joy' by Michael Giacchino

Master/Mirror

Zoom is the perfect opportunity to explore
improvisation with older students

self-consciousness reduced by not being ‘watched’
or ‘seen’

Guided improvisation - give them a framework and
prompts 

Improv for older students



is it big or small?
can you touch it, or is it far away?
heavy or light?
does it roll or float?
does it stay in one place or travel?
is it high or low?
what happens if you roll it down your arm, your leg,
your spine?
can you lift it/carry it?
does it shrink or expand?
does it travel in straight pathways or curvy ones?
is the movement predictable or erratic?
is it warm or cold?
does it make you feel safe or scared?

Imagine a ball of light

'Bundle of Joy' 
by Michael Giacchino

strength
technique 

The biggest asset in my Zoom teaching arsenal

The last third of all 4-6yrs lessons

Sprinkled throughout 7yrs+ lessons

Brain break / digital break

Treasure Hunts

Sneaky Pirates

Hybrid lessons

Hybrid
lessons

Camera placement

Teaching tips

Giving feedback

A complex solution



Hybrid Considerations

ApproachTech & Set Up

Human Resources

Communication

Connection

Camera Placement

Hybrid
lessons

warmup & choreography technique/travelling

little ones

Hybrid
lessons



Hybrid
lessons

Summary

Engagement over
achievement

It's ok to change

Ask!

Elena Lambrinos, PhD


